ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

14
Electrophysiological recordings from mammalian cortex and striatum have revealed 
26
The Apteronotus EOD is a constant high frequency sinusoid and when two fish are in 
MATERIALS & METHODS
57
Animal Model
58
All experiments were performed on Apteronotus leptorhynchus, a weakly electric 59 fish native to South America. Fish were kept at 28°C. All procedures were approved by the 
71
In vivo recordings were performed using either metal filled microelectrodes for 72 extracellular recordings, or borosilicate micropipettes filled with intracellular solution
73
(130mM K-Gluconate, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 4 mM NaCl, 4 mM Mg-ATP, 10 mM 74 Disodium-Phosphocreatine, 0.3 mM Na-GTP in water) for whole-cell patch recordings.
75
Electrode tip was positioned using a micropositioner (David Kopf Instruments model 76 2662).
77
The procedure for obtaining whole-cell recordings was as follows. Resistance of the 78 electrode tip was monitored by means of a repetitive test pulse while the electrode was 79 advanced through the tissue. Rapid increase in tip resistance signalled tip occlusion and 80 suction was applied in an attempt to achieve a gigaohm seal. If successful, the test pulse 81 was replaced by a small hyperpolarizing holding current and brief intense suction was 
88
The temporal dynamics of Up states, specifically rise and fall kinetics, were highly variable 89 and it often required multiple exponentials to approximate a fit. We therefore instead used 
RESULTS
124
We first performed extracellular recordings from DD (N = 16) using Woods metal filled 125 glass electrodes (Dowben & Rose, 1953) . We typically recorded from one to four neurons We initially waited for 300 -864 seconds ( Figure 1A ) before commencing stimulation. As we had only recorded over a brief baseline period, the variability in latency and 147 relation to the stimulus made it uncertain as to whether the spiking activity was induced by We next repeated these experiments using acoustic stimulation (N = 12) and found We were not able to elicit a spiking response with a 5 Hz sinusoidal stimulus that 166 will activate the fish's ampullary electroreceptors (Carr & Maler, 1986) ; this stimuli was 167 attempted on five fish and with five attempts per fish and the lack of any response suggests 168 that DD cells do not respond to ampullary receptor stimulation. 
179
To increase confidence that the spiking responses were indeed being induced by the 180 applied stimulus, we generated histograms of the latencies to the first observed spike from (Fig. 2B,C,D) and we do see first spikes occurring >3000 s in the recording.
193
In order to better quantify these impressions we fit normal distributions to the pooled 194 histograms of latency to stimulus onset and latency to recording onset. We compared the (Fig. 2D right) We estimated action potential thresholds in six cells where we had both current-evoked The dynamics of Up state onset and termination were highly variable (see Fig. 3 ). The (Fig. 3) .
233
The Up states were characterized by significantly increased membrane variance (Up state = Figure 3C ). These were highly variable in size, shape, 255 and duration and were not analyzed in detail. Although no spiking occurs outside of Up 256 states or pre-stimulus, the membrane is still active with such small events.
257
Similarly to what was seen with extra-cellular spiking responses, we were not able 258 to elicit an Up state response with a 5Hz ampullary receptor stimulus. simply leads to the resting MP and is not associated with an obvious hyperpolarizing event.
283
We conclude DDi cell Up states are not directly evoked or terminated by sensory input 284 consistent with the lack of direct sensory input from PG.
285
The differences in the histograms of Fig. 2B-D 
